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August 30, 2019 

Mr. Matthew Gress 
Director 
Governor’s Office of Strategic Planning and Budgeting 
1700 W. Washington St, 6th Floor 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Director Gress: 

I am pleased to deliver the FY 2021 budget request for the Arizona State Lottery. In FY19, the 
Lottery had another record-setting year, breaking the $1 billion threshold for the first time with 
sales of $1.08 billion! The Lottery expects its final return to State beneficiaries to be well over 
$225 million. 

To maintain this momentum and deliver even more impact in our community, the agency needs to 
expand its distribution network and strengthen the reach of its product lines. The agency needs to 
invest in operational resources and our budget request reflects a reasoned approach to that 
objective. As an agency we are focused on delivering almost $250 million in transfers by the close 
of FY2021. That will mean an additional $25 Million to the General Fund. 

To achieve those goals, we respectfully request your consideration for the following funding issue: 

Retailer Commission Footnote Change - $0. Lottery statute currently provides for payment of 
retailer commissions in the range of 5.5%-8.0% for selling Lottery products. In a separate 
legislative request, the agency is requesting to remove the floor on retailer commissions so it can 
expand the services provided to the retail community.  This will help the agency grow its 
distribution network.  In its budget request, the Lottery is requesting authority to use the difference 
between the current appropriated commission rate of 6.5% and any lower actual commission rate 
paid to provide extended services to retailers. The difference would be used to provide a full 
service option pertaining to Lottery vending machines. Retailers that choose this option would 
receive a reduced commission rate in exchange for full service maintenance through a contracted 
vendor. This full service model will allow Lottery to expand its retail distribution base, maximize 
machine sales revenue and provide greater customer service to our business community. This 
request has no funding impact, because the agency is not asking for spending authority beyond the 
6.5% base commission rate. If approved, the Lottery projects this change will generate an 
additional $12.2 million annually to the General Fund once fully implemented. 



We look forward to working with the OSPB and JLBC staffs in addressing the Lottery’s needs. 
Thank you for your support of the Arizona Lottery and our efforts to maximize revenues for the 
State. 

Sincerely, 

Gregory R. Edgar 
Executive Director 
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Funding Issue Detail

Arizona State Lottery CommissionAgency:

1 Retailer Commission Footnote ChangeIssue:

Expenditure Categories

FTE

FY 2021

0.0

SLI Retailer Commissions

Lottery Fund (Appropriated)

$0.00

$0.00

Program:

Fund:

Calculated ERE:

LO2122-A Uniform Allowance:

Personal Services 0.0

Employee Related Expenses 0.0

Subtotal Personal Services and ERE: 0.0

Professional & Outside Services 0.0

Travel In-State 0.0

Travel Out-of-State 0.0

Food 0.0

Aid to Organizations & Individuals 0.0

Other Operating Expenditures 0.0

Equipment 0.0

Capital Outlay 0.0

Debt Services 0.0

Cost Allocation 0.0

Transfers 0.0

Program / Fund Total: 0.0

Date Printed: 8/30/2019 10:28:07 AM All dollars are presented in thousands (not FTE).
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TITLE: RETAILER COMMISSION FOOTNOTE CHANGE 
AMOUNT: $0 LOTTERY FUND  
PRIORITY:   1 
 
1.  BACKGROUND:   

Lottery statute pertaining to retailer commissions provides for a range of 5.5%-8.0% for selling 
Lottery products. The current appropriation reflects a base rate of 6.5% with up to an additional 
.5% for incentives. The Lottery is requesting authority to use the difference between the 
appropriated base rate of 6.5% and the actual commission rate to provide expanded services 
to retailers. This proposal does not require additional funds – it proposes to modify existing 
footnote language to provide the authority to offer additional services to retailers in exchange 
for a reduced commission rate.  
 

2.  DESCRIPTION OF THE ISSUE: 
A.R.S. §5-555 states that “compensation of licensed sales agents shall be at least five and 
one-half per cent but not more than eight per cent of the price of each ticket or share that a 
retail sales agent sells…”  
 
Presently, all retailers are compensated equally at 6.5% of sales. The only exception applies 
to charitable organizations that sell instant tab tickets; these retailers are compensated 
separately at 20% of sales. The base rate of 6.5% applies to all product sales, regardless of 
whether it is through a retail point of purchase or through a ticket vending machine.  
 
The Lottery currently has about 1210 machines in market, primarily in chain grocery store 
locations. In early FY19, the Lottery also installed 35 machines in key Walmart store locations, 
creating the potential to expand to similar types of venues in the future. Lottery vending 
machines generate a sizeable amount of revenue each year – in FY19, machine sales totaled 
$339.7 million, over 45% of total instant ticket sales.  
 
Lottery vending machines provide a convenient option for purchasing Lottery products, 
eliminating the need to go to a customer service counter at the retail location. However, the 
machines must be inspected on a routine basis in order to maximize sales potential. This 
would include ensuring the machine is fully stocked, offers a variety of price points, and carries 
the most recent Lottery games. Currently this is the responsibility of the retailer, but some 
retail locations simply do not have the staff capacity to constantly monitor Lottery vending 
machine ticket stock. These retailers would benefit from a more “full service” option from the 
Lottery.  
 
For these retailers that do not or cannot devote sufficient time to properly maintaining vending 
machines, the Lottery would provide these services via a contracted vendor. This would 
include activities such as visiting retail locations on a routine basis to replace stock, loading 
stock in machines, ensuring new games are on display, collecting revenues from the 
machines, and any other necessary actions. Retailers that choose this service would receive 
a reduced commission rate for vending machine sales. The Lottery would use the rate 
difference to pay for the contracted service, not to exceed the existing appropriation for retailer 
commissions. 
 
The number of retailers that would choose this option in unknown at this time, but the Lottery 
would like to have the flexibility to offer this alternative based on retailer preference. 
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Estimated Impact: The following is an estimated impact calculation based on adding 200 
retailers. 
 
Approximate average sales per machine = $280,000 
Total machine sales for 200 new retailers = $56 million 
Assume 2% differential in commissions (4.5% instead of 6.5%) 
Amount available to contract for full service: $56,000,000 x .02 = $1,120,000  
Estimated profit based on $56M sales at 21.75% = $12.2 million 
 

3.  PROPOSAL: 
The Lottery is proposing to utilize the difference between any lower paid commission rate and 
the current appropriated base rate of 6.5% to fund a full service vending machine option for 
certain retailers. This would require a footnote change to the Lottery’s existing appropriation 
language, but would not entail additional funding. The intent is to fund the initiative through 
commission reductions only. 
 
One suggestion for footnote language:  
An amount equal to 6.5% of gross lottery game sales, minus charitable tab tickets, is 
appropriated for payment of sales commissions to ticket retailers. For ticket retailers paid 
less than the current appropriated rate of gross lottery game sales as mutually agreed 
upon by the retailer and the Lottery, the difference between the paid commission rate 
and the appropriated rate of gross lottery game sales may be used for contractual 
obligations associated with servicing those ticket retailers. An additional amount not to 
exceed 0.5% of gross lottery game sales is appropriated for payment of sales commissions 
to ticket retailers. The combined amount is currently estimated to be 6.7% of total ticket sales, 
or $78,287,000, in fiscal year 2021.  
 
Benefits include: 

• Fewer out of stock bins in machines, thereby maximizing machine sales revenue. 
• Less time required on the part of retail store personnel. 
• Potential to secure new retail locations for machines due to the above reason. 

 
5.  ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED AND REASONS FOR REJECTION: 

1. Continue to pay the base rate of 6.5% to all retailers: This is the current compensation 
rate, but this alternative does not allow for adapting services to meet retailer needs. A 
lower commission rate applied to a full service option will help maximize ticket machine 
sales potential and potentially allow for placement of new machines. 
 

2. Pay all retailers with vending machines a lower commission without providing a full 
service option: This alternative would create a disincentive for retailers – some would 
likely choose not to have the machine at all and eliminate the required maintenance, 
as well as free up valuable floor space. This would ultimately result in lost revenue. A 
reduced commission rate can be justified based on receiving full service from the 
Lottery, but otherwise is not a productive option.  

 
6.  IMPACT OF NOT FUNDING THIS FISCAL YEAR: 

The Lottery will continue to pay all retailers a base commission of 6.5%. While this has a 
neutral budgetary impact with respect to the current appropriation, it is not the best option to 
maximize revenue from vending machines.   
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Negative impacts include: 
• Vending machines may not be utilized to full efficiency. 
• Some out of stock situations will occur, resulting in forgone sales. 
• Loss of sales/beneficiary transfers due to the above reasons. 

 
7.  STATUTORY REFERENCE: 

ARS §5-555 
 
8. EQUIPMENT TO BE PURCHASED IF APPLICABLE: 

Not applicable to this issue. 
 
9. CLASSIFICATION OF NEW POSITIONS: 

Not applicable to this issue. 
 

10. ANNUALIZATION: 
Not applicable to this issue.   
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